
 
 

Working Becomes Sustainable with Eco-Friendly Personalised USB Sticks! Find Them Out as Promotional 

Products for Your Company 

Personalised USB sticks are among the most popular corporate gifts. Especially nowadays, with the galloping 

spread of technology, custom USB flash drives have become must-have office work accessories. However, 

they are very useful at home as well. We use them for our hobbies or when we have to save files that are 

dear to us, first of all photos. Such versatile items can only be highly successful as promotional products. 

Besides, their size increases their effectiveness as personalised corporate gifts. Their small dimensions 

make branded USB sticks perfect accessories to take anywhere. You will only have to store them in a pocket 

of your bag, jacket or even wallet to be able to use them 

whenever needed.  

Essential in the office, branded USB flash drives are at 

the top of the list of the most popular promotional 

gadgets. And, like all popular corporate gifts, they are 

available in a green version as well. All the eco-friendly 

models of promotional products are as useful and 

functional as the standard type but add a green touch 

that makes them sustainable. In this way, the company 

that gives them away looks like sensitive to the 

environmental issue.  

Custom Sustainable USB Sticks: What Makes Them 

Green 

How do you make an item sustainable? Eco-friendly 

promotional products are generally characterised by 

less polluting production processes or the use of green materials for their manufacture. In the latter case, 

too, the substances are less harmful to the environment as they are recycled or completely natural.  

The green versions of the timeless personalised USB flash drives are made with sustainable materials. As 

pointed out before, they can be natural – as in the case of wooden personalised USB sticks – or recycled. 

Using these substances to create custom corporate gifts or for objects meant to be used otherwise is an 

increasingly frequent strategy. It reduces the use of disposable plastic or other materials that our planet 

struggles to dispose of.  

Eco-Friendly Branded USB Sticks and Materials: Kraft Paper, Cork and Recycled Materials 

The models of custom sustainable USB sticks available on our website are mainly made of cork, kraft paper 

or recycled plastic or paper. Each one, besides being of great help for the planet, presents different 

properties and produces a specific aesthetic rendering. 

• Kraft paper is an extremely durable paper. It stands out for its robustness and because it is hardly 

damaged when exposed to humidity as well as to shocks, tears and cuts. It is then particularly 

suitable for packaging, which is why it is found in some printed paper bags and in many printed 

sleeves for packaging. As for how it is made, kraft paper is obtained from cellulose – as for normal 

paper and cardboard – but is then treated with sulphate. This step ensures the end material its 

typical strength; 
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• Cork is lightweight, durable and waterproof. It is increasingly used to craft custom corporate gifts 

such as promotional cork keyrings and printed eco-friendly pens. We often find it in personalised 

coasters too. For bars, its waterproofness is a valuable resource; 

• Recycled materials such as plastic and paper represent a different but equally effective strategy 

for defending the environment. Using them means reducing waste.  

Personalised Gadgets and Custom Office Accessories 

that Combine Usefulness and Awareness: How Eco-

Friendly Branded USB Sticks Boost Your Promotion 

Being eco-friendly is an additional quality which can 

give an extra boost to any company. By choosing eco-

friendly promotional products you give up nothing. 

On the contrary, you opt for special, modern, 

innovative or classic versions, but still effective items. 

Rather, eco-friendly products are not only successful 

corporate gifts, but they even have a greater force in 

terms of communicative impact.  

So, eco-friendly personalised USB sticks advertise 

for your brand twice. On the one hand, they expose 

your logo each time they are used – which will be quite 

often. On the other hand, they promote your company 

as eco-friendly, attentive to global dynamics and active in proposing solutions in line with the times. Eco-

friendly promotional gadgets, in particular, combine technology and nature, utility and sustainability. They 

show, in a nutshell, how progress can embrace the environment, helping it instead of rowing against it. 

Taking sustainable corporate gifts such as eco-friendly personalised USB sticks in your marketing 

strategy is then a way to contribute concretely to reducing environmental impact on the one hand, and to 

give your company a green look that customers as well as employees will appreciate on the other. Besides, 

custom eco-friendly USB sticks can sensitise more people to the environmental cause, thanks to their 

versatility. Giving them away will find the approval of those who strive to live sustainably and will intrigue 

sceptical minds. Personalised sustainable USB flash drives show that it is possible to make eco-friendly 

choices every day and in any field.  

Creating High-Impact Eco-Friendly Branded USB Sticks: How to Harness the Expressive Power of Promotional 

Products  

Choosing the personalised sustainable USB sticks to turn into your next custom promotional products is 

very important. You will see different designs, which are however always simple and pleasant to the eye, as 

well as several printing possibilities depending on the material chosen. Both shape and print will impact the 

visual and promotional impact of your eco-friendly branded USB sticks.  

Personalised sustainable USB flash drives are available in their classic form or in other particular versions, 

which nevertheless look quite simple. As a result, you will get custom corporate gifts with a classic 

appearance in any case. You can start from quite neutral products to create your custom sustainable USB 

sticks and be sure that they will satisfy all tastes. You can also decide whether to make them more or less 

simple with customisation. 
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As for the printing techniques that can be applied, the possibilities depend on which type of eco-friendly 

personalised USB sticks you have chosen. In particular, it is the material that affects which technique is 

suitable for your promotional products. In general, 

custom sustainable USB flash drives made of cork allow 

you to choose between UV led printing and engraving. 

The former is a digital technique. Its final effect is well 

defined in detail and precise in colour rendering. The 

latter produces a relief print, does not reproduce 

colours and is suitable for simple, but highly impactful 

logos or writings. It is then ideal if you are aiming at fine, 

sober, or even elegant personalised corporate gifts.  

Things slightly change for eco-friendly branded USB 

sticks in kraft paper. These models can only be 

customised with UV led printing. As this technique 

allows to reproduce colours, it can give you custom 

sustainable USB sticks that look either neutral or 

cheerful, depending on the colours you print. Following 

your tastes and goal, you can strive for a fine effect with 

neutral or soft tones or for a high-impactful visual rendering. In the latter case, just play with contrasts or 

use bright colours. 

As they are tech promotional products, eco-friendly personalised USB sticks will bring the green 

philosophy to the workplace and into the homes of customers and employees. Useful in multiple contexts, 

they will spread your logo bringing it under the eyes of those who use it, but of those who are close to them 

as well. Everyone will be impressed by your custom sustainable USB sticks, especially if they are printed 

in an attractive way. In short, the strength of eco-friendly personalised USB sticks lies in being both useful 

and sustainable. Both qualities will play in favour of your company, presenting it as attentive to the needs of 

team or customers, as well as to the defence of the environment. 


